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In today’s wired world of social media

and virtual experiences, there’s something deeply satisfying about tangible objects, especially if those objects represent
something related to science. The plastic
Stegosaurus that sat on your mantle when
you were a child, the toy rocket ship
you used to play-launch into space, the
Hoberman sphere you keep at home, the
classic Newton’s cradle on your desk at
work: models are enchanting because they
let you hold science in your hand. And often
they are, well, beautiful. Indeed, models
have a kind of dual nature, existing both as
instructional aids and visually captivating
geegaws.

Specimen of Blaschka Marine Life: Comatula Mediterranea. Leopold and Rudolf
Blaschka, dresden, Germany, 1885. Glass, paint, metal wire, resin, with applied flameworked paint. Overall (approx) h: 3cm; w: 18cm, Overall (card) l: 27.6cm, d: 21.5cm.
Lent by Cornell University, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology. Image
courtesy of Corning Museum of Glass.

This dual nature is highlighted in “Fragile Legacy: The
Marine Invertebrate Models of Leopold and Rudolf
Blaschka,” an exhibition of original drawings and more
than 70 glass models on view at the Corning Museum
of Glass through January 8, 2017. The models depict a
wide variety of creatures from the watery deep, including sea anemones, sea slugs, and sea stars, all showcasing
the Blaschkas’ genius for glasswork. The Blaschkas, who
were active in 19th–century Dresden, Germany, are perhaps better known for creating a series of ultrarealistic
glass flowers (which are now part of the collection at the
Harvard Museum of Natural History). But in their day
they were just as renowned for models of ocean creatures.
The Blaschka family had a background in glassmaking;
in fact, early on Leopold and Rudolf, a father–and–son
team, became known for costume jewelry. “But the son
was really interested in nature,” said Alexandra Ruggiero,
one of the show’s curators, “and started making glass
flowers and plant models for his own enjoyment on the
side. The models began to attract attention and eventually led to his first commission for an anemone model.”
Interest in the Blaschkas didn’t occur in a vacuum.
They were living during a time when institutions like
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public museums and universities began displaying objects from the natural world. But how does one display
mushy, gooey animals like sea slugs and jellyfish? You
can’t use taxidermy; specimens preserved in alcohol
eventually lose their color and shape; and large–scale
aquariums didn’t yet exist. Glass models were ideal: unlike specimens, which lost their color and form when removed from the water, models lasted almost indefinitely
and could be handled and examined closely.
And even if museum curators could keep a specimen
alive, it would be exceedingly difficult to study. “Once
you take a specimen out of the water, all those little bits
—feelers, sensing organs—actually retract,” said Marvin
Bolt, one of the exhibition’s organizers and Curator of
Science and Technology at Corning. “So while you might
have a real specimen that’s alive, it would be very difficult to study the animal at length.” Studying illustrations
of marine animals might be better, but that technique
has problems. “Illustrations look flat; they don’t always
portray the true delicacy and detail,” said Bolt. “Glass
models actually perform a really valuable service.”
The Blaschkas themselves began their marine model
career by referencing illustrations, but they soon learned
the medium’s limitations. Their earlier models, based on
drawings, tended to be simplistic and have a static feel.
Later, the Blaschkas got access to marine sea stations
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Specimen of Blaschka Marine
Life: Perigonimus vestitus.
Leopold and Rudolf Blaschka.
Dresden, Germany, 1885.
Glass, paint, metal, wire, resin,
with applied flameworked
paint. Overall h (approx):
12.2cm, w:11.5cm; Overall
(card) l: 18cm, d: 13.7cm.
Lent by Cornell University,
Department of Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology. Image
courtesy of Corning Museum
of Glass.

Specimen of Blaschka Marine
Life: Ulactis muscosa. Leopold
and Rudolf Blaschka. Dresden, Germany, 1885. Glass,
paint, metal, wire, resin,
with applied flameworked
paint. Overall h (approx):
6.3cm, diam (max): 10.5cm.
Lent by Cornell University,
Department of Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology. Image
courtesy of Corning Museum
of Glass.
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Specimen of Blaschka Marine Life: Tubularia indivisa. Leopold and Rudolf
Blaschka. Dresden, Germany, 1885. Glass, paint, metal, wire, resin, with applied
flameworked paint. Overall h (approx): 12cm; Overall (card) l: 15.5cm, d: 11.5cm.
Lent by Cornell University, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology.
Image courtesy Corning Museum of Glass.

where they could examine real specimens. Not satisfied,
they created an aquarium in their studio so they could
examine marine animals close to where the models were
made. “Once they got the aquarium,” said Bolt, “they
started capturing the texture and movement and delicacy of the animals, so you see great improvement in
capturing some of the subtleties and elegance.”
Because the Blaschkas made all of their models by
hand, they perfected a way to produce lots of models as
efficiently as possible. For instance, they prefabricated
body parts so that when they got an order, they could assemble the parts into a whole model quickly. In fact, the
Blaschka collection on view in the exhibition includes
matchboxes full of eyes, tentacles, and other marine
miscellany.
The Blaschkas also benefitted from another aspect of
the rise of natural history collections at museums and
universities: the emergence of people whose job it was
to supply these institutions with specimens. The Blaschkas produced catalogues so interested institutions could
order models by number, and they were associated with
agents in both the Old and the New Worlds who could
direct orders to Dresden. Getting agents helped the
Blaschka business thrive. Their single agent in North
America, for example, was the first person to receive orders from any institution on the continent. The Blaschkas also had three or four other agents through Britain
and Germany.
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Design Drawing of Actinoloba reticulate, Ulactis
muscosa, Actinia mollis, and Actinoloba achates. Leopold
and Rudolph Blaschka. 1863-1890. Ink, colored pencil,
watercolor on paper. 41 x 33cm. Image courtesy of Juliette
K. and Leonard S. Rakow Research Library, Corning
Museum of Glass.

The Blaschkas began producing marine models in 1863,
but their run ended in around 1890 when they began
devoting all their time to creating the glass flowers. During those 27 years, they produced a prodigious amount
of glasswork. “Our total count of surviving glass models
is around 6,000, but that’s only from 48 institutions out
of 102 that ordered them,” said Ruggiero. Those figures
are even more impressive considering that Rudolf and
Leopold worked by themselves, with only occasional
help from Leopold’s wife (Rudolf ’s mother).
Because Rudolf never had children, his and his father’s
glassmaking expertise died with him. Fortunately, other
descendants of the family kept the Dresden studio
intact. The studio’s materials—including drawings and
tools—were eventually sold to the Corning Museum of
Glass and Harvard University.
One of the most impressive factoids you discover
while learning about the Blaschkas is that the models
are still in active use in marine biology classrooms. They
still teach students about the wondrous forms beneath
the sea and the importance of protecting marine environments. But aside from their astonishing fidelity to
reality, they are also, quite simply, pretty.
“Even if you don’t care about the animals,” said Bolt,
“you can look at these things and appreciate the extraordinary craftsmanship.”
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